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For the completness direction we need to generalize the induction hypothesis
somewhat differently.
Theorem 5.2 (Completeness of I/O Resource Management)
1. If Γ; ∆ =⇒ A ⇑ then Γ; ∆[1], ∆O\∆[0], ∆O =⇒ A ⇑ for any ∆O .
2. If Γ; ∆; A ⇓ =⇒ P then Γ; ∆[1], ∆O\∆[0], ∆O; A ⇓ =⇒ P for andy ∆O .
Proof: By mutual induction on the structure of the given derivation.5

5.4

2

Some Example Programs

We start with some simple programs. Following the tradition of logic programming, we write implications in the program (Γ) in reverse so that A ◦− B means
B ( A. Implication in this direction is left associative, and subgoals solved
(visually) from left-to-right. So,
P ◦− Q ◦− R
stands for (P ◦− Q) ◦− R which is the same as R ((Q ( P ). If P matches the
current atomic goal, then first subgoal to be solved is Q and then R. This is
consistent with the informal operational semantics explained above.
The first program is non-terminating for the simple query p.
u1 : p ◦− p.
u0 : p.
Then a goal =⇒ p under this program will diverge, since it will use u1 first,
which produces the identical subgoal of =⇒ p. If we reorder the clauses
u0 : p.
u1 : p ◦− p.
the query =⇒ p will produce the immediate proof (u0 ) first and, if further
answer are requested, succeed arbitrarily often with different proofs. We can
slightly complicate this example by adding an argument to p.
u0 : p(0).
us : ∀x. p(s(x)) ◦− p(x).
In a query we can now leave an existential variable, indicated by an uppercase
letter, =⇒ p(X). this query will succeed and print the answer substitution
X = 0. If further solutions are requested, the program will enumerate X = s(0),
X = s(s(0)), etc. In general, most logic programming language implementation
print only substitutions for existential variables in a query, but not other aspects
of the proof it found.
The trivial examples above do not take advantage of the expressive power
of linear logic and could equally well be written, for example, in Prolog.
For the next example we introduce lists as terms, using constructors nil and
cons. For example, the list 1, 2, 3 would be written as cons(1, cons(2, cons(3, nil))).
A program to enumerate all permutations of a list is the following.
5 [check

for lemmas and write out some cases ]
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p0 : perm(cons(X, L), K) ◦−(elem(X) ( perm(L, K))
p1 : perm(nil, cons(X, K)) ◦− elem(X) ◦− perm(nil, K)
p2 : perm(nil, nil)
Here we have left universal quantifiers on X, L, and K implicit in each
declaration in order to shorten the program. This is also supported by implementations of logic programming languages.
We assume a query of the form =⇒ perm(l, K) where l is a list and K is a
free existential variable. The program iterates over the list l with p0 , creating a
linear hypothesis elem(t) for every element t of the list. Then it repeatedly uses
clause p1 to consume the linear hypothesis in the output list K. When there are
no longer any linear hypotheses, the last clause p2 will succeed and therefore
the whole program.
As a second example we consider a simple solitaire game with a board of the
form

Each circle represents a hole which is filled if that hole contains a peg. The
initial position

has one empty hole, while all other holes are filled by pegs (14 all together).
We move by jumping one peg over another if the hole behind it is empty. For
example, in the given initial position there are only two legal moves, one of
which leads to the following situation:

The goal is to achieve a configuration in which only one peg is left. Alternatively,
we can say the goal is to make 13 consecutive moves starting from the original
position.
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We use two digits to represent the address of each hole on the board in the
following manner:

00
10
20
30
40

11
21

31
41

22
32

42

33
43

44

To represent the current situation, we have two predicates
empty(x, y)
peg(x, y)

Hole xy is empty
Hold xy contains a peg

Then the initial situation is represent by the linear hypotheses
peg(0, 0),
peg(1, 0), peg(1, 1),
peg(2, 0), empty(2, 1), peg(2, 2),
peg(3, 0), peg(3, 1), peg(3, 2), peg(3, 4),
peg(4, 0), peg(4, 1), peg(4, 2), peg(4, 3), peg(4, 4).
Now each possible move can be represented in the style of our earlier encodings
as a linear implication. Because there are six possible directions for jumping
(although many are impossible for any given peg), we have six different rules.
We name each rule with its compass direction
:

peg(x, y) ⊗ peg(x + 1, y) ⊗ empty(x + 2, y)
( empty(x, y) ⊗ empty(x + 1, y) ⊗ peg(x + 2, y)

ne :

peg(x + 2, y) ⊗ peg(x + 1, y) ⊗ empty(x, y)
( empty(x + 2, y) ⊗ empty(x + 1, y) ⊗ peg(x, y)

e :

peg(x, y) ⊗ peg(x, y + 1) ⊗ empty(x, y + 2)
( empty(x, y) ⊗ empty(x, y + 1) ⊗ peg(x, y + 2)

w

peg(x, y + 2) ⊗ peg(x, y + 1) ⊗ empty(x, y)
( empty(x, y + 2) ⊗ empty(x, y + 1) ⊗ peg(x, y)

sw

:

se :
nw

:

peg(x, y) ⊗ peg(x + 1, y + 1) ⊗ empty(x + 2, y + 2)
( empty(x, y) ⊗ empty(x + 1, y + 1) ⊗ peg(x + 2, y + 2)
peg(x + 2, y + 2) ⊗ peg(x + 1, y + 1) ⊗ empty(x, y)
( empty(x + 2, y + 2) ⊗ empty(x + 1, y + 1) ⊗ peg(x, y)

In order to specify the goal, we can specify the precise desired configuration.
In this example we see if we won by counting the number of moves, so we can add
count(0) to the initial state, count(n) to the left-hand side of every implication
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and count(n + 1) to the right-hand side. To solve the puzzle we then have to
prove
Γ0 ; ∆0, count(0) =⇒ count(13) ⊗ >
where Γ0 is the program above and ∆0 is the representation of the initial situation.
This representation is adequate, but unfortunately it does not fall within
the class of linear hereditary Harrop formulas because of its use of ⊗. In fact, if
we look at the seqent we have to prove above to solve the puzzle, the proof will
not proceed in a goal-directed fashion. Instead, we have to continually focus on
propositions in Γ0 until the goal happens to be provable in the end.
Fortunately, we can transfer it into the class LHHF by taking advantage of
two ideas. The first is a logical law called uncurrying:
(A ⊗ B) ( Ca`A ((B ( C)
This allows us to eliminate simultanous conjunction on the left-hand side of
linear implications. But what about the right-hand side? In this case no similar
local transformation exists. Instead we transform the whole program by using
a so-called A-translation or continuation-passing transform.6 Normally, a move
A ( B is a function that transforms the resource A into the goal B. However,
instead of returning B, we will now add a second argument that consumes the
result B and eventually returns a final answer. By the substitution principle
(or cut, in the sequent calculus), this is sound and complete. So A ( B is
transformed into A ((B ( p) ( p where p is a new atomic predicate. Note
that this shifts B to the left-hand side of an implication, so we can now apply
uncurrying in case it is a tensor. In general, all clauses of the program need to
be transformed with the same new propositional parameter or constant p.
If we read the transformed proposition operationally (also changing the order
of subgoals),
p ◦− A ◦−(B ( p),
it means that in order to prove p we have to prove A (which may consume some
resources), then assume B and make a recursive call. In our example, we call
the new predicate jump and the first clause
sw

: peg(x, y) ⊗ peg(x + 1, y) ⊗ empty(x + 2, y)
( empty(x, y) ⊗ empty(x + 1, y) ⊗ peg(x + 2, y)

is transformed into
sw

: jump ◦−(peg(x, y) ⊗ peg(x + 1, y) ⊗ empty(x + 2, y))
◦−(empty(x, y) ⊗ empty(x + 1, y) ⊗ peg(x + 2, y) ( jump)

and similarly for the other clauses. Now we can eliminate the simultaneous
conjunction by uncurrying to obtain an equivalent proposition in the LHHF
6 [add

citations ]
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fragment.
sw

: jump ◦− peg(x, y) ◦− peg(x + 1, y) ◦− empty(x + 2, y)
◦−(empty(x, y) ( empty(x + 1, y) ( peg(x + 2, y) ( jump)

In order to count the number of moves we just add an argument to the jump
predicate that we count down to zero.
sw

: jump(n + 1) ◦− peg(x, y) ◦− peg(x + 1, y) ◦− empty(x + 2, y)
◦−(empty(x, y) ( empty(x + 1, y) ( peg(x + 2, y) ( jump(n))

ne : jump(n + 1) ◦− peg(x + 2, y) ◦− peg(x + 1, y) ◦− empty(x, y)
◦−(empty(x + 2, y) ( empty(x + 1, y) ( peg(x, y) ( jump(n))
e : jump(n + 1) ◦− peg(x, y) ◦− peg(x, y + 1) ◦− empty(x, y + 2)
◦−(empty(x, y) ( empty(x, y + 1) ( peg(x, y + 2) ( jump(n))
w

: jump(n + 1) ◦− peg(x, y + 2) ◦− peg(x, y + 1) ◦− empty(x, y)
◦−(empty(x, y + 2) ( empty(x, y + 1) ( peg(x, y) ( jump(n))

se : jump(n + 1) ◦− peg(x, y) ◦− peg(x + 1, y + 1) ◦− empty(x + 2, y + 2)
◦−(empty(x, y) ( empty(x + 1, y + 1) ( peg(x + 2, y + 2) ( jump(n))
nw

: jump(n + 1) ◦− peg(x + 2, y + 2) ◦− peg(x + 1, y + 1) ◦− empty(x, y)
◦−(empty(x + 2, y + 2) ( empty(x + 1, y + 1) ( peg(x, y) ( jump(n))

Finally we add a clause to succeed if we can make n moves given the query
jump(n).
done : jump(0) ◦− >
Note the use of > in order to consume the state at the end of the computation.
The runnable implementation of this program in the concrete syntax of Lolli
can be found in the Lolli distribution in the directory examples/solitaire/.
In order to circumvent the problem that Lolli does not show proofs, but only
instantiations for the free variables in the query, we can add another argument
to the jump predicate to construct a sequence of moves as it executes.

5.5

Logical Compilation

In this section we examine means to compile program clauses, which may reside
either in Γ or ∆. We do not push the ideas very far, but we want to give some
intuition on how more efficient and lower level compilation strategies can be
developed.
The main question is how to compile procedure call, which, as we have seen,
corresponds to applying focusing on the left once the goal is atomic. Instead
of working with focusing rules on the left, we would like to translate the program clause to a residual subgoal, still is logically described but which can be
interpreted as providing instructions for search (and thereby for computation).
More formally, we introduce three new judgments. Note that propositions A
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stand for linear hereditary Harrop formulas as before, while G stands for residual formulas whose formal definition we postpone until we have considered what
is needed.
Γ; ∆ =⇒ A ↑↑
AP \G
Γ; ∆ =⇒ G ↑

A follows by resolution from Γ; ∆
A immediately entails goal P with residual subgoal G
residual subgoal G has a resolution proof from Γ; ∆

The resolution judgment A ↑↑ arises from the uniform proof judgment A ⇑ by
copying all right rules except the choice rules
Γ; ∆; A ⇓ =⇒ P
Γ; ∆, A =⇒ P ⇑

decideL

Γ, A; ∆; A ⇓ =⇒ P
Γ, A; ∆ =⇒ P ⇑

decideL!

which are replaced by
AP \G

Γ; ∆ =⇒ G ↑

Γ; ∆, A =⇒ P ↑↑
AP \G

decideL

Γ, A; ∆ =⇒ G ↑

Γ, A; ∆ =⇒ P ↑↑

decideL!

We design the residuation A  P \ G to be parametric in P , so the translation
of A to G does not depend on the precise form of P . In other words, we
compile A independently of the form of the call—relaxing this would allow
some inlining optimizations. Furthermore, we must be careful that compilation
always succeeds and gives a uniquely defined result. That is, for every A and
P there exists a unique residual goal G such that A  P \ G. Therefore the
natural form of definition is inductive on the structure of A.
On the other hand it turns out our propositions A are not general enough
to express residual goals, so we need some additional propositions. We will see
for each connective what we need and collect them at the end. Note that if
A  P \ G then a uniform proof with focus formula A ⇓ and goal P should
correspond to a proof of the residual goal G ↑.
Atomic Propositions. If our focus formula is atomic, then we have to residuate an equality check. Operationally, this will be translated into a call to
unification.
.
P0  P \ P0 = P
The right rule for this new connective is clear: it just establishes the equality.
.
=R
.
Γ; · =⇒ P = P ↑
For the left rule (which is not needed here), see Exercise 5.3.
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Linear Implication. If the focus formula is A1 ( A2 , then A1 is must be
solved as a subgoal. In addition, the residuation of A2 yields another subgoal
G. These must be joined with simultaneous conjunction in order to reflect the
context split in the ( L rule.
A2  P \ G
A1 ( A2  P \ G ⊗ A1
The order is determined by our general convention on conjunctive non-determinism:
we first solve G and then A, so G is written on the left. The corresponding right
rule for ⊗ is familiar, but used here in a slight different form, so we restate it
explicitly.
Γ; ∆1 =⇒ G ↑
Γ; ∆2 =⇒ A ↑↑
⊗R
Γ; ∆1 , ∆2 =⇒ G ⊗ A ↑
Of course, we use resource management as shown before to postpone the splitting of ∆ = (∆1 , ∆2 ) when using this rule during logic program execution.
Alternative Conjunction. If the focus formula is an alternative conjunction
A1 NA2 , then we must choose either to use the NL1 or NL2 rule. This choice
is residuated into an external choice, for which we have the two corresponding
rules ⊕R1 and ⊕R2 .
A1  P \ G1

A2  P \ G2

A1 NA2  P \ G1 ⊕ G2
Again, we repeat the two right rules for ⊕.
Γ; ∆ =⇒ G1 ↑
Γ; ∆ =⇒ G1 ⊕ G2 ↑

⊕R1

Γ; ∆ =⇒ G2 ↑
Γ; ∆ =⇒ G1 ⊕ G2 ↑

⊕R2

Additive Truth. If the focus formula is > then there is no left rule that can
be applied and focusing fails. Correspondingly, there is no right rule for 0, so
> residuates to 0.
>P \0
As usual, this can be seen as a zero-ary alternative conjunction. And there is
no right rule for 0 ↑.
Unrestricted Implication. If the focus formula is an unrestricted implication A1 ⊃ A2 we have to solve A1 as a subgoal, but with access to any of the
linear resources.
A2  P \ G
A1 ⊃ A2  P \ G ⊗! A1
Here we should think of ⊗! as a single binary connective, a point overlooked
in [CHP00]. The reason is that it should be statically obvious when solving G
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in a proposition G ⊗! A1 that A1 cannot consume any resources remaining from
G. The new connective is characterized by the following right rule.
Γ; ∆ =⇒ G ↑

Γ; · =⇒ A ↑↑

Γ; ∆ =⇒ G ⊗! A ↑

⊗! R

For the left rule (which is not needed here) see Exercise 5.2.
Universal Quantification. The universal quantifier is simply residuated into
a corresponding existential quantifier.
[a/x]A  P \ [a/x]G

a

∀x. A  P \ ∃x. A
where a must be a new parameter. The new version of the right rule is just as
before with a new judgment
Γ; ∆ =⇒ [t/x]G ↑
Γ; ∆ =⇒ ∃x. G ↑

∃R

Thus we needed the following language of residual goals G where A ranges
over linear hereditary Harrop formulas.
.
G ::= P 0 = P | G ⊗ A | G1 ⊕ G2 | 0 | G ⊗! A | ∃x. G
We call the system of uniform proofs where we replace the choice rules
decideL and decideL! with decideL and decideL! the system of resolution.
Now the have the following theorem asserting the correctness of resolution.
Theorem 5.3 (Correctness of Resolution)
Γ; ∆ =⇒ A ⇑ if and only if Γ; ∆ =⇒ A ↑↑.

2

Proof: See Exercise 5.1

To see how subgoal residuation is related to compilation, consider a simple
concrete program that implements a test if a natural number in unary presentation is even.
even(0)N∀x. even(x) ( even(s(s(x)))
Let us call the proposition E. For illustration purposes, we have combined
the unrestricted clauses defining even into one using alternative conjunction,
because unrestricted assumptions A, B are equivalent to a single unrestricted
assumption ANB. If we have generic goal even(t) for some (unknown) term t,
we can calculate
.
.
E  even(t) \ even(0) = even(t) ⊕ ∃x. even(s(s(x))) = even(t) ⊗ even(x)
Now we can read the new connectives in the residual goal as search instructions
from left to right:
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.
1. Unify (=) the proposition even(0) with the goal even(t).
2. If this fails (⊕) then create a new existential variable X (∃x).
.
3. Then unify (=) the proposition even(s(s(X))) with the goal even(t).
4. If this succeeds (⊗) continue with a recursive call to even with X.
Given the logical reading, we can reason about optimizations using the laws of
.
.
linear logic. For example, even(0) = even(t) succeeds exactly if 0 = t. In the
second line we can unfold the unification further, since one of the terms to be
unified is known to be s(s(x)). This kinds of optimization naturally lead to a
higher-level version of the Warren Abstract Machine (WAM) [AK91] which is
the basis for almost all modern Prolog compilers.

5.6

Exercises

Exercise 5.1 Carefully prove the correctness of resolution (Theorem 5.3). Explicitly state and prove any generalized induction hypotheses or lemmas you
might need.
Exercise 5.2 We consider the new connective ⊗! from subgoal residuation as
a connective in full intuitionistic linear logic A ⊗! B. The right rule in the
sequent calculus is determined by the right rule given in Section 5.5.
Γ; ∆ =⇒ A

Γ; · =⇒ B

Γ; ∆ =⇒ A ⊗! B

⊗! R

This corresponds directly to the introduction rule in natural deduction.
1. Show the elimination rule(s) in the natural deduction.
2. Show these rule(s) to be locally sound and complete.
3. Show the corresponding left rule(s) in the sequent calculus.
4. Show the new essential cases in the proof of admissibility of cut.
This demonstrates that ⊗! can be seen as a first-class connective of linear logic,
even if A ⊗! B may also be considered to as a shorthand for A ⊗ (!B).
.
Exercise 5.3 We consider the new connective = from subgoal residuation as a
.
connective in full intuitionistic linear logic A = B. The right rule in the sequent
calculus is determined by the right rule given in Section 5.5:
.
=R
.
Γ; · =⇒ A = A
As usual, this corresponds directly to the introduction rule in natural deduction.
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1. Show the elimination rule(s) in the natural deduction.
2. Show these rule(s) to be locally sound and complete.
3. Show the corresponding left rule(s) in the sequent calculus.
4. Show how to modify the proof of admissibility of cut to account for the
new connective.
Exercise 5.4 Extend the translation to A-normal form, as used in the encoding
of the solitaire game, to arbitrary propositions in linear logic. It should have
the property that each proposition is translated into a corresponding proposition
using only the additional predicate p. State explicitly which laws you need that
are similar to uncurrying to eliminate gratuitous uses of propositions that are
left asynchronous.
Exercise 5.5 Implement the Towers of Hanoi puzzle with three pegs and several disks in Lolli.
Exercise 5.6 Define a translation that maps a regular expressions r to a predicates p and some unrestricted linear hereditary Harrop formulas. This translation, to be described on paper, should have the property that a word w is in the
language of r if and only if p(w) can be proven by the logic programming interpreter underlying Lolli. Implement words as list of single character constants
and make sure to pay attention to termination issues.
Apply your translation to r = a(b + c)∗ a and execute the resulting program
on several successful and failing queries.
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